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Introduction
When one of these women walks into a room filled by five guys you know she won't be leaving until her
holes have been filled by those five guys as well!

Adult Review
Welcome to the internet's home for the greediest girls in the world. Bang Me Boys is a website devoted to starlets who think
being with one guy is boring. Chicks who believe two guys at a time is barely reason to stay awake. Whores who think being
DPed by two guys while a third guy fucks their mouth is barely any attention at all. These spoiled bitches want five guys at a
time or they do not want to show up for work on set that day!
  
  Some of the most insatiable of these sexy sluts don't stop at five stuntcocks either. Several of these videos have six or even
seven guys in on the action. Unlike many other gangbang sites where lots of guys stand around jacking while only a couple
guys at a time get a piece of the girl, Bang Me Boys has every guy in there from the starting whistle til the gooey pop off of
cock spackle that will remind some viewers of a Macy's Fireworks Spectacular (except all these fireworks are pearly-white
and sticky). 
  
  Every video provided is offered in multiple formats for both dialup friendly and broadband enhanced downloads. All scenes
also come with an extensive picture set for you to enjoy and none of the clips use DRM coding so once you download them
they are each yours to keep in your permanent collection.
  
  The women who get featured on this site don't look half as spent as the guys that gang up on them. When the clip ends, most
of these sperm buckets look like they are going to have a quick cigarette and find five other guys they can get under before
they go to lunch. The passion these pussies have for getting multi-cocked by a group of guys is what makes these scenes so
well worth downloading.
  
  Also, get a good look at the huge list of sites included in your membership which are shown on the right side of this review.
One low price gets you full access to each and every site shown on that list and believe me that is a heck of a bang for your
buck!

Porn Summary
Bang Me Boys is not a gentle request from some hesitant young girl who is not quite sure what it means. It is more of a battle
command given by whores who think they are drill sergeants to men who can not wait to start drilling them! 

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Five on one just isn't fair... the five guys don't have a chance against these dick drainers!'
Quality: 88  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 82 Interface: 77
Support: 79 Unique: 82    Taste: 86        Final: 84
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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